The pigeon's discrimination of movement patterns (Lissajous figures) and contour-dependent rotational invariance.
The ability of pigeons to discriminate complex motion patterns was investigated with the aid of moving Lissajous figures. The pigeons successfully learned to differentiate two successively presented cyclic trajectories of a single moving dot. This suggests that they can recognize a movement Gestalt when information about shape is minimal. They also quickly learned a new discrimination between moving-outline stimuli with repetitively changing contour patterns. Contrasting results were obtained when the dot or outline stimuli were axis-rotated through 90 degrees. Rotational invariance of pattern discrimination was clearly demonstrated only when moving contours were visible. Nevertheless, pigeons could discriminate the axis-orientation of a moving-dot or moving-outline pattern when trained to do so. Discrimination did not seem to depend on single parameters of motion but rather on the recognition of a temporally integrated movement Gestalt. The visual system of pigeons, as well as that of humans, may be well adapted to recognize the types of oscillatory movements that represent components of the motor behaviour shown by many living organisms.